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What happens to our bodies when we 
experience stress and anxiety? 

● Stress and anxiety impair the brain’s ability to process, acquire, and store new 
information.

● New information is prevented from reaching the cerebral cortex, where 
higher-level processing and memory storage occur.

● The primitive part of the brain (mid-brain) takes over to keep us safe from 
perceived threats. 

● We then go into the “fight, flight, or freeze” mode, which can result in 
negative, unproductive behaviors.

Minihan, J and Schultz, J (2014): “Interventions can salve unseen barriers”; kappanmagazine.org





How do we respond to stress and 
anxiety? 

● Avoid- avoid a difficult or stressful situation

● Mitigate - attempt to manipulate the situation 

● Cope - we find ways to manage the situation as it is

 



What do you do to cope ? 



Everyone Copes with Stress 
Differently...

● What works for one child may not 
work for the next

● At times it takes a lot of trial and 
error to find the right fit!

● Don’t give up!



Qualities of a Good Coping Strategy...
● It has to be easy to do OR something your child already can do - LOW response 

effort
● It has to be easier and more available to do than the alternative (crying, 

swearing, running, hiding)
● It has to be portable - can be done anytime / anywhere 
● It has to be cognitively distracting - The strategy cannot be done at the same 

time as the anxious behavior. It helps the brain SHIFT. 
● It has to be practiced !!!



When and How to Practice ….

● When both you and your child are calm.  Be Mindful - don’t 
rush

● In a calm environment
● Possibly at the same time(s) everyday
● As many times a day as possible.
● Try to schedule 5-10 minutes per day to practice and talk to 

your child about when you could use these strategies. 
● The goal is to work towards fluency and create muscle 

memory. 



What happens in the moment? 

● Keep calm. 
● Model the strategy for your child.
● Prompt your child to “Give it a try”
● Provide positive reinforcement (later)!



Two Classes of Coping

What I do in the 
moment of anxiety and 
frustration ….

What I do to prevent 
anxiety and 
frustration….



For “In the Moment” - 
Build your Tool Box!

● Belly breathing
● Volcano breathing
● “Smell the flowers, blow out the candles”
● Count to 10
● Take a walk
● Wall push-ups
● Coloring or Drawing
● Puzzles - crossword, dot to dot, suduko
● “Lazy Eights” 
● Coping Cards
● Sing/hum a song
● Positive self talk / “Mantra”



Anxiety Prevention

● Get enough sleep
● Eat balanced meals (fruits, vegetables, protein; limit sugar) and 

don’t skip meals
● Exercise daily
● Limit screen-time
● Find a book or book series you like and read daily
● Plan fun with friends and/or family
● Talk to someone



In order to overcome Anxiety, we must 
successfully navigate through it. How? 

● Start small! 
○ Complete homework without asking if it’s correct (or ask only once). 
○ Call a friend spontaneously and asking him or her to come over to play 

without making plans in advance.
○ Start doing things that your child has been avoiding 
○ Deliberately make a small mistake on homework so that it isn’t perfect 

(crossing something out; making it a little messy).
○ Alter plans slightly (mix up order of events; arrive a few minutes late for 

something). 
● Expose to anxiety when student is in a safe place and/or with a safe adult.



Resources:

● “What to Do When You Worry Too Much: A Kid’s Guide to Overcoming Anxiety”; by 
Dawn Huebner, Ph.D

● “Freeing your Child from Anxiety” by Tamar Chansky, Ph.D
● “Anxiety Free Kids: An Interactive Guide for Parents and Children (2nd edition)” by 

Bonnie Zucker


